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InternetPerils Announces PerilSnap, a Breakthrough Internet Security
Product that Examines a User's Network Neighborhood for Internet
Connection Risk

PerilSnap examines the paths and latencies leading to an IP address for anomalies,
nonredundant paths, and other potential risks to network performance. PerilSnap enables
eCommerce, Banks, Internet Providers (ISPs), Telecom including providers of Voice over IP
(VoIP), Insurers, and Governments to better manage Internet risks beyond the firewall they
cannot control. Phishing, cable cuts, congestion, and natural disasters require external
measurement and coordinated response. InternetPerils' products identify and measure Internet
Security risks worldwide, and deliver the real-time intelligence required to develop innovative
mitigation, insurance, ecommerce performance measurement, business continuity and disaster
recovery strategies.

Austin, TX (PRWEB) June 12, 2006 -- InternetPerils, Inc., a leading provider of automated products for
Internet Business Risk Management, today announced the availability of PerilSnap, a powerful, yet quick and
easy way for users to examine the Internet near their IP address for anomalies, nonredundant paths, and other
potential risks to their network’s performance.

Now in beta, a simple PerilSnap is free and provides a snapshot of the user’s Internet “neighborhood.” More
complex PerilSnaps--- including PerilSnapPlus and PerilSnap Deluxe, both available on a subscription basis---
can examine multiple IP addresses and even provide animations that clearly illustrate the health and
performance of the user’s network neighborhood over time. Users can sign up for PerilSnap at
http://www.internetperils.com/products/perilsnap.php

For the first time, Internet users, whether from the home office or enterprise, can now easily review a snapshot
of the Internet that directly impacts the quality of their network’s IP performance. PerilSnap visualizations
represent nodes in the nearby Internet neighborhood: client computers, servers, and routers. PerilSnap’s color-
coding also show the relative health and performance of the user’s nearby network by illustrating speeds of
connections between devices including the latencies, packet loss, and non-responding nodes along the network.

PerilSnap helps visualize heretofore invisible perils and anomalies in the Internet, giving risk managers in IT
and finance departments as well as small business owners who rely on e-commerce, the ability to identify,
track, and analyze episodes of adverse performance and service interruptions beyond the firewall and thus
beyond their immediate and direct control.

PerilSnap is the first InternetPerils product based on the company’s patented Gap Analysis of Internet Networks
(GAIN) platform and PerilScope visualization technology that visualize and display logical topologies and
performance of the Internet from any number of abstraction levels, to reveal perils as small as a non-redundant
link to anomalies as large as natural hurricanes as well as cyber-hurricanes.

For more detail about PerilSnap] see http://www.internetperils.com/products/perilsnap.php
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For a feature comparison of the PerilSnap product line see
http://www.internetperils.com/customer/snap/features.php

About InternetPerils
Internet Security Solutions Beyond the Firewall
InternetPerils is the leading provider of automated quantification and visualization products that enable
eCommerce, banks, Internet Service Providers (ISPs), telecom, including voice over IP (VoiP)providers,
insurers, and governments to better manage Internet risks beyond the firewall they cannot control. Phishing,
cable cuts, congestion, and natural disasters require external measurement and coordinated response.
InternetPerils'; products identify and measure Internet Security risks worldwide, and deliver the real-time
intelligence required to develop innovative mitigation, insurance, ebusiness performance measurement,
business continuity, and disaster recovery strategies.

For more information, visit http://www.internetperils.com

Read John S. Quarterman’s new book: Risk Management Solutions for Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404 (Wiley,
2006) now available at Amazon.

Subscribe to John S. Quarterman’s Security blog, Perilocity, at http://riskman.typepad.com/perilocity

Editor Contacts
John S. Quarterman, InternetPerils,(512) 272-8506
Bill Gram-Reefer, WORLDVIEW, 925-215-8463
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Contact Information
Bill Gram-reefer
WORLDVIEW
http://www.internetperils.com
925-323-3169

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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